Humphrey TAC-TAC²-TAC³ Brackets/Adaptors

Humphrey TAC mounting brackets provide convenient alternatives to mounting versatile TAC series valves.

8-60 Flat Mounting Bracket
8-600 Angle Mounting Bracket
Slot A (0.343-inch) of these mounting brackets provides clearance for the plumbing outlet. Slot B (0.203-inch) provides for mounting screws and adjustment of bracket position.

8-70 Multi-Mount Bracket
Model 8-70 Multi-Mount Bracket accepts combinations of various TAC Series components, including valves, speed control, regulators, etc., and provides for centralized, compact placement of controls. 7.5"W x 1.875"H.

8-55A Adaptor
Model 8-55A Adaptor is designed to adapt the TAC or TAC² push-button valves to a variety of commercially available electric style actuators. To install, the adapter is mounted to the shoulder of any TAC or TAC² push-button valve (one or two, in any combination). Consult factory for details.

ESB Electric Switch Bracket
Model ESB Electric Switch Bracket is for use with Microwhite #9A-2F-A2 electric switch, available from Humphrey, or with certain other commercially available electric switches. Adapt any TAC or TAC² air pilot or mechanical operator to convert to an electrical signal.